THE BERLIN SPY TUNNEL
OPERATION GOLD (U.S.)
OPERATION STOPWATCH (U.K.)
OPERATION REGAL (Joint)
The Berlin Tunnel operation was not a unique type of operation that was only run in Berlin. Prior
to the Berlin Tunnel, the British ran a number of successful tunnel cable-tap operations in
Vienna, which at the time of these operations, was still an occupied city, divided into four sectors
just like Berlin. The British cable taps began in 1948, and ran until the occupation of Austria
ended, restoring state sovereignty to the country in 1955. The Soviets had a tap near Potsdam on
a cable that served the American Garrison in Berlin.
What has made the Berlin Tunnel famous, while the cable-tap tunnels of Vienna and Potsdam
have faded into obscurity is the paradox of intelligence operations which results in fame being a
measure of failure and obscurity being a measure of success. The Berlin Tunnel’s true claim to
fame, therefore, is that it gained front-page notoriety when the Soviets “discovered” it.

The ´Spy Tunnel´ exhibition in Allied Museum.
The Official CIA history of the tunnel (prepared in August 1967 and declassified in February
2007) theorizes that the amount of publicity given to the Berlin Tunnel was the result of chance
rather than of a conscious decision on the part of the Soviet leadership. During the planning
phase of the tunnel, a consensus assessment had been reached which postulated that in the event
of the discovery of the tunnel, the Soviet reaction would be to “suppress knowledge” of its
existence, so as to save face, rather than have to admit that the West had the capability to mount
such an operation. The CIA history of the project suggests that this expectation was defeated
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because the Soviet Commandant of the Berlin Garrison (who would normally have handled an
event of this nature) was away from post at the time, and his deputy found himself in the position
of having to make a decision about the tunnel “without benefit of advice from Moscow.”
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In his academic history of the Berlin Tunnel (Spies Beneath Berlin), David Stafford of the
University of Edinburgh points out that, even though the tunnel was a joint American-British
project, the British did not share in the limelight of publicity with the Americans when the tunnel
was discovered. This was due, he says, to the fact that Soviet First Secretary Khrushchev was on
an official state visit to the U.K.. The visit’s culmination, a visit to Windsor Castle and a
reception by the Queen, was scheduled for the day following the discovery of the Berlin Tunnel.
British participation in the project was officially hushed up by both the British and the Soviets so
as not to spoil the success of the state visit. To this day British Intelligence Services are usually
tight-lipped when it comes to discussions of the Berlin Tunnel, or any post-1945 intelligence
operation for that matter, while the Americans have declassified the in-house history of the
project and authorized one of its participants to include a chapter about it in a book on the
Intelligence war in Berlin written in cooperation with one of the KGB veterans of that period
(Battleground Berlin).
The intelligence fame/obscurity paradox aside, the Berlin Tunnel operation was, in the words of
Allen Dulles (then DCI), “one of the most valuable and daring projects ever undertaken” by the
CIA.
The Berlin Tunnel, unlike the Vienna tunnels, was a major engineering feat. It stretched 1476
feet/454 meters through sandy ground to reach a cable only 27 inches/68.5 cm beneath the
surface, on the edge of a major highway. One of the most difficult engineering problems that had
to be overcome in the course of the project was to dig up to the cable from the main tunnel shaft
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without dropping some truck passing over the highway above into the tunnel. This task was
handled by the British, who had their experience of Vienna to fall back on.

The total cost of the tunnel project was over six and a half million1950s dollars, which in 2007
dollars would be over 51 and a quarter million. By way of comparison, the development and
delivery of the first six U-2 aircraft, a project contemporary with the Berlin Tunnel, cost 22
million total, or 3.6 million each. That means that the tunnel cost roughly as much as two U-2s.
According to Murphey, Kondrashev and Bailey in Battleground Berlin, the tale of the tunnel
began in early 1951, when Frank Rowlett told Bill Harvey how frustrated he was by the loss of
intelligence due to the Soviet shift from radio to landline. The assessment process that preceded
target selection continued throughout 1952, the year that saw Harvey reassigned to Berlin. Test
recordings of the kind of traffic available from the cables were made in the spring and summer of
1953. By August of 1953, plans for the tunnel were being readied for presentation to the DCI,
Allen Dulles.
Dulles approved the terms of reference for cooperation with the British on the Berlin Tunnel in
December 1953. The “go” was given to start the construction of the warehouse that would serve
as the cover for the tunnel, and construction was completed in August. The American
engineering team that actually dug the tunnel arrived to take control of the compound on 28
August. Digging began on 2 September, but, on 8 September, the miners struck water and which
necessitated that pumps be brought in. The tunnel reached its distant end on 28 February 1955,
and the tap chamber took another month to complete. The complex process of tapping into the
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three target cables without alerting the Soviets to what was going on was a slow one. It lasted
from 11 May through 2 August 1955. Collection of intelligence from the taps, however, began as
soon as the first circuits were brought on-line.

During the night of 21-22 April 1956, the Soviets “discovered” the tunnel, and collection ceased.
That did not close the project, however. The take from the Berlin Tunnel during the time that it
was operational (11 months and 11 days) was so great that processing of the backlog of material
continued through the end of September 1958.
The loss of this valuable source was, of course, a blow to US/UK intelligence efforts against the
Soviets at the time, but this loss was somewhat compensated for by the prestige that the CIA won
in the press following the tunnel’s discovery. The article on the tunnel in the issue of Time
magazine (07 May 1956) that followed the tunnel’s discovery said “It’s the best publicity the
U.S. has had in Berlin for a long time.”
An urban legend that persistently continues to associate itself with the Berlin Tunnel is that the
idea for the tunnel came from Reinhard Gehlen (the German Abwehr-Ost general who
surrendered to the Americans and later became the head of the West German BND). Murphy,
Kondrashev and Bailey flatly reject this assertion in Battleground Berlin. David Stafford argues
credibly against the validity of this legend in his academic history of the Berlin Tunnel. He notes
that there is no evidence to support this theory, and “those most closely in the know in the CIA
have strenuously denied it,” essentially repeating Murphy, Kondrashev and Bailey. Stafford’s
most telling argument against Gehlen’s involvement is that no mention of the Berlin Tunnel is to
be found in Gehlen’s memoirs (The Service: The Memoirs of General Reinhard Gehlen, New
York: World Publishing, 1972). “Never a modest man,” says Stafford, Gehlen “would surely
have bid for some of the credit had he been any way involved. In fact, he does not even refer to
it.”
In the section “Recapitulation of Intelligence Derived” from the Berlin Tunnel, the CIA History
of the project says that the “REGAL operation provided the United States and the British with a
unique source of current intelligence on the Soviet Orbit of a kind and quality which had not
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been available since 1948. Responsible officials considered PBJOINTLY, during its productive
phase, to be the prime source of early warning concerning Soviet intentions in Europe, if not
world-wide.” The section goes on to list general types of political, ground-forces, air-force and
naval intelligence that the tunnel provided, many of them with glowing comments from
consumers.
The debate about the value of the information derived from the Berlin Tunnel has been raging
since 1961, when it was discovered that PBJOINTLY was compromised to the Soviets by the
British mole George Blake who attended the meeting on the Berlin Tunnel between the British
and Americans in London in December 1953. Many widely read books and articles on the tunnel
contended that the KGB had used the tunnel to feed the Americans and the British
disinformation. Stafford, however, convincingly dispels all suspicions that the Berlin Tunnel was
turned into a disinformation counter-intelligence operation by the KGB. Drawing on the
information that came to light during the “Teufelsberg” Conference on Cold-War intelligence
operations that brought intelligence professionals from both the CIA and the KGB together in
Berlin in 1999, Stafford concludes that “far from using the tunnel for misinformation and
deception, the KGB’s First Chief Directorate had taken a deliberate decision to conceal its
existence from the Red Army and GRU, the main users of the cables being tapped. The reason
for this extraordinary decision was to protect “Diomid”, their rare and brilliant source George
Blake.”
Stafford ends his discussion of the legitimacy of the material collected from the Berlin Tunnel
with a quote from Blake, who was still living in Moscow at the time of the “Teufelsberg”
Conference. “I’m sure 99.9% of the information obtained by the SIS and CIA from the tunnel
was genuine.”
[Source: http://www.coldwar.org/articles/50s/berlin_tunnel.asp Aug 2012 ++]
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